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E D I T O R I A L

I n the nation’s transformation from volume-based health 
care to value-based health care, we have seen 2 relatively 
recent, disparate trends. Chronic care management has 

shifted to nontraditional endeavors outside of the health care 
sector, such as Kaiser Permanente and UnitedHealth building 
affordable housing for the indigent as a main way to reduce 
health care costs for these complex populations.1 In contrast, 
to control acute and postacute care, organizations have real-
ized that they must turn inwardly to the health care fran-
chise to address, above all, the costs and quality of surgery 
head on. For example, Walmart created a network of high-
quality spine centers for its employees that includes Virginia 
Mason Hospital in Seattle and the Mayo Clinic.2 It found that 
one-third of referrals did not need spinal surgery. Other types 
of surgeries are directed to Geisinger’s Destination Medicine 
program. Similarly, Amazon has also recently taken such a 
Center of Excellence approach for its employees. This comes 
at a time when even standard surgeries like coronary artery 
bypass have been shown to be no better than drug therapy at 
preventing heart attacks and death.3

For the Medicare fee-for-service (FFS) program, it is 
less clear if these types of innovations can be implemented. 
Medicare has had a Center of Excellence approach to 
bariatric surgery for some time now; nevertheless, there is 
a concern that to make any more headway into value-based 
care, its largest incentive program—the Medicare Shared 
Savings Program (MSSP) accountable care organization 
(ACO) program—will also have to make a similar pivot away 
from traditional chronic care management and toward a more 
focused management of surgeries. ACO net cost savings 
amounted to about $52 per beneficiary from 2013 to 2015.4 It 
is not clear if any more savings can be squeezed out of chronic 
care. Indeed, a few niche ACOs in Medicaid are pivoting their 

chronic care management to nontraditional neighborhood 
outreach under the mantra, “It’s the zip code that matters.” 
However, for the traditional FFS MSSP, it is believed that 
any future cost savings must now come from addressing the 
elephant in the room: surgical care. In fact, 51% of Medicare 
FFS spending is on surgical care.5

ACOs, as originally envisioned by Fisher et al, were expected 
to be virtual networks of physicians that included surgeons.6 
They estimated from FFS claims that for each 100 beds in a 
hospital, 88 physicians are usually involved in the episodes of 
care. Of these 88, 20 are surgeons and 30 are primary care 
physicians. Unfortunately, the early ACOs formed as groups 
of primary care physicians instead of multispecialty groups. 
In fact, in a survey of the early ACOs, 88% of managers did 
not know how much they spent on surgery, and 86% ranked 
the goal of reducing unnecessary surgery as a “medium,” 
“low,” or “very low” priority.7 As expected, there were no cost 
savings on inpatient surgery in the early ACOs.8

However, now may be the time to rethink surgeries in ACOs. 
Navathe and Liao recently estimated that across 24 common 
surgeries in Medicare, the proportion performed under 
MSSP ACOs increased from 12% in 2013 to a projected 42% 
in 2020.9 In this issue of The American Journal of Accountable 
Care®, Modi and colleagues revisit the impact of MSSP ACOs 
on surgery expenditures.10 They analyzed Medicare surgery 
claims and found that ACOs were associated with a reduction 
of $181 in spending per beneficiary-year. This was accom-
plished in 2 ways. First, among inpatient surgical episodes, 
average payments were $956 lower for ACOs, mainly due to 
more efficient postacute care. Second, more surgeries were 
shifted to outpatient under ACOs.

These results are promising, considering that a long-
standing worry has been that ACOs have no mechanism 
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to control surgical referrals, especially at a time when more 
than half of primary care physician practices are owned 
by hospitals. With more than 20% of surgeons now partic-
ipating in ACOs, it could be that ACOs are becoming more 
like virtual multispecialty groups, as was initially intended.11 
Multispecialty groups may have a better ability to coordinate 
care. There is indication of this in recent work by Baker et al.12 
Examining Medicare claims, they find that patients moving 
from single specialty primary care practices to multispecialty 
practices have a 28% drop in annual spending, mainly due to 
reduced hospitalizations.

To engage even more surgeons, it is likely that MSSP ACOs 
will have to work with surgeons in the various Medicare 
bundled payment programs for surgery. A recent paper by 
Liao and colleagues examined lower-extremity joint replace-
ment surgeries conducted jointly under both the MSSP and 
the Bundled Payments for Care Improvement (BPCI) initia-
tive.13 They found that both programs individually lowered 
costs, but jointly they did not achieve any extra savings. It is 
promising that we see now both the MSSP as well as the BPCI 
initiative starting to affect surgical costs. Clearly, the next stage 
is to examine how these different programs can work together 
to produce even more savings in surgical care.
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